Modelling circulating tumour cells for personalised survival prediction in metastatic breast cancer
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S4 Text: Data Analysis

We have analysed a large number of breast cancer data sets (and other cancer types) available in public repositories with the aim to characterise the overexpression of CD47 and other markers (CD44, EPCAM) in ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) and invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC) versus control and in different experimental conditions. We did not focus explicitly on MET because its statistical behaviour is quite similar to the CD44 one.

We found that CD47 is not enriched in breast cancer with respect to other cancers (NCI cancer cell lines). In many datasets the p-value of CD47 is statistically non significant and often around $10^{-1}$. The details about each dataset are shown in Table S1. CD47 does not turn statistically meaningful under tamoxifen (GSE28645); there is little or not increase of cancer stem cell population in highly metastatic variants of MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cell line (GSE25976 [66]). It is also not statistically significant in GDS3324 and in GSE6883 [67]. CD47 has not shown up in comparison cell lines from 9 different cancer tissue (NCI-60) (U95 platform)(GSE5949, GSE6691 [68]).

Despite in all the sample the (non adjusted) p-value is not statistically meaningful, the relatively constant value around $10^{-1}$ is consistent with a high heterogeneity of CD47 expression: most cancer cells have CD47 expression similar to non cancer cells; only few have higher values of CD47 gene expression. Perhaps these cells with high CD47 expression are under strong selection because they are at the boundaries of the cancer and therefore being more challenged by the immune response than the other cancer cells. The fact that EPCAM has usually more statistically significant values than CD47 is in agreement with this hypothesis.
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